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Step 2 from our meeting with the questions … 

What are desirable qualities for liturgical leadership at SKD/specific qualities for our/any liturgy 
committee? 

- Move out of our seats to someplace new 
- Be role models 
- Enthusiasm 
- Be joyful, joy-filled people 
- Flexibility 
- Take risks, make change happen 
- Open to brainstorming 
- To be disciples, whoever we are, whatever we do 
- People are a continuation of the liturgy in their lives 
- Diversity 
- Balance of doers and dreamers 
- Listeners 
- Awareness of the charisms of the community 
- Watch and observe what SKD strengths are 
- Ability to formulate thoughts, be like a teacher/mentor 

What is most needed today at SKD? 

- We are at a lull; need oomph, need re-boost 
- Find a home 
- Need information; sometimes people are confused, don’t have enough info 
- How do we grow, yet keep our parish traditions? 
- Can we look to evangelical churches and see where they are fruitful? 
- How to appeal to young people, teens and children? 
- Talking to people directly—better than phone calls and emails 
- Personal invitation to serve 
- Younger people in every aspect of parish life 
- We’ve dropped the ball on the message; we need to engage people 
- Homilies that come out from the pulpit, gets personal (what happens in our homes, 

neighborhoods, and families 
- Knowing why we do what we do 
- How to get Saturday people to  Sunday events? 
- Finding/generating camaraderie among young parents: offering more to these people 
- We feel the fire in the heart, but how do we take it to the next level? We seem to be missing the 

next step 
- Many people (generally) are lost, looking for something and they don’t know what that might be: 

community connections, diversity of thinking, a young spirit, new perspectives, relationships, 
enthusiasm 



General comments: 

- Growing a parish is hard 
- In small parishes, everybody knows one another 
- We have some divisions, some obstacles, some pandemic restrictions 
- Some Roman Catholic traditions are not interesting to or engaging with the people 
- Need to see the whole Catholic Church move forward 
- Guilt is a deterrent 
- Liturgical music needs to be vibrant 
- Most of us (at this meeting) are Saturday worshippers 
- What are people feeling at Mass these days?  
- Sometimes something off in liturgy here 
- What do we have that others (like Eagle Brook) don’t? 
- Jesus followed the Holy Spirit 
- Have we lost young people? 
- Growth in spirituality involves change 


